SUMMARY. -Using Hormander's Z^-estimation method for the ^-operator, we generalize a result of R. NARASIMHAN about the Levi problem, by requiring only to regular points the plurisubharmonicity of the exhausting function. We apply this result to prove the Steinness of some spaces of analytic cycles.
Let X be a complex manifold of dimension n. X is said to be strictly q-pseudoconvex if X is a relatively compact open subset of another complex manifold and if locally the boundary of X is defined by the vanishing of a real-valued C 2 function (p such that d^ ^ 0 and the restriction of the Levi form of (p to the holomorphic tangent space of the boundary of X has n-q-\ positive eigenvalues and q negative eigenvalues.
X is said to be strongly q-pseudoconvex if there exists a C 2 exhaustion function (p on X such that for some compact subset K of X the Levi form of (p has at least n-q positive eigenvalues at every point of X-K.
Xis said to be q-complete ifXis strongly ^-pseudoconvex and the compact subset K in the preceding definition can be chosen to be the empty set.
All strictly ^-pseudoconvex manifolds are strongly ^-pseudoconvex.
F. NORGUET AND YUM-TONG SIU
By a positive analytic q-cycle of X, we mean a formal finite linear combination of irreducible ^-dimensional compact subvarieties of X with positive integers as coefficients. Denote by C^ (X) the space of all positive analytic ^-cycles of X. Suppose X is an open subset of the regular points of a subvariety of P^. The classical construction of the Chow variety gives C^ (X) a complex structure ( [2] , §2). As in [2] , throughout this paper the complex structure of C^ (X) is assumed to be so enriched that continuous function germs on C^ (X) which are holomorphic at regular points are holomorphic. In [2] , it is proved that, if Xis strictly ^-pseudoconvex, then C^ (X) is holomorphically convex; and if, in addition, H^1 (X, ^) = 0 for all coherent analytic sheaves ^ on X, then C^ (X) is Stein. In this paper, we investigate the same problems for the case where X is only strongly ^-pseudoconvex. We obtain the following theorem.
THEOREM 1. -Suppose X is an open subset of the regular points of a subvariety of PN and X is strongly q-pseudoconvex. Then C 4 ' (X) is holomorphically convex. If, in addition, H^1 (X, ^) = 0 for all coherent analytic sheaves ^ on X (in particular, if X is q-complete), then C + (X) is Stein.
Theorem 1 is proved by canonically associating to the exhaustion function on X a continuous exhaustion function on C + (X) which is plurisubharmonic on the set of regular points of C^ (X) and then proving a criterion for Stein spaces involving the existence of such exhaustion functions. The canonical exhaustion function \|/ on C^ (X) is defined as follows. For c = ^ i m, c,, \|/ (c) is the supremum of (p (x) for xelj^i^.
In [3] , the analytic space C^ (X) is constructed for any complex analytic space X, but important parts of our paper do not extend.
A complex space is said to be K-separable if, for every point x, the set of all points y, for which f(x) =f(y) for all global holomorphic functions /, has dimension 0 at x. The criterion for Stein spaces we will prove is the following.
THEOREM 2. -If Xis a K-separable complex space and there is a continuous exhaustion function (p on X which is plurisubharmonic on the set of regular points of X, then X is Stein. Moreover, for ^' < ^ ^ oo, the restriction map r (J^, ^x) -> F (X^, (9^) has dense image, where X^ = { (p < [i } and 0^
is the structure sheaf of X. HOLOMORPHIC CONVEXITY 193 Theorem 2 is proved by using Hormander's L 2 estimates for the 8 operator [5] . It can be strengthened to the following. Theorem T generalizes NARASIMHAN'S result on the Levi problem [6] .
In the last part of this paper, we will investigate compact subvarieties of pure dimension > q in a strongly ^-pseudoconvex manifold. It is conjectured that the union of all compact subvarieties of pure dimension > q in a strongly ^-pseudoconvex manifold is a subvariety. We will prove this conjecture in some special cases.
The following notations will be used. The boundary of a set E is denoted by QE, and the closure of E is denoted by E~ or E. A real-valued function (p on a complex space X is said to be plurisubharmonic (respectively strongly plurisubharmonic) if, for every x e X, there exists a biholomorphic map n from an open neighborhood U of x onto a subvariety of an open subset G of some C" and there exists a plurisubharmonic (respectively strongly plurisubharmonic) function \|/ on G such that (p = \|/ o n on U.
F. NORGUET AND YUM-TONG SIU
A real-valued (resp. complex-valued) continuous function on a complex space X is said to be weakly plurisubharmonic (resp. weakly holomorphic) if it is plurisubharmonic (resp. holomorphic) on the set of regular points ofX.
If T is a real-valued C 2 function on an open interval / with nonnegative first and second derivatives and if (p is a plurisubharmonic (respectively weakly plurisubharmonic) function on a complex space X whose range in contained in 7, then T o (p is a plurisubharmonic (respectively weakly plurisubharmonic) function on X.
We recall first two results of NARASIMHAN ( [6] , [7] ) : (i) a complex space is Stein if, and only if, it admits a continuous strongly plurisubharmonic exhaustion function.
(11) a complex space is Stein if, and only if, the normalization of its reduction is Stein.
(1.2) A reduced complex space X of pure dimension n is called a branched Riemann domain over C"ifit is furnished with a holomorphic map n X -> C" whose fibers have dimension < 0. The set XQ of points of X where n is locally biholomorphic is called the unbranched portion of X. X' :== X-XQ is called the branching set of X. When X' = 0, Xis called an (unbranched) Riemann domain over C".
It is well-known ( [4] , V. D. 4) that a reduced complex space of pure dimension n is a branched Riemann domain over C" if, and only if, it is ^-separable.
For a branched Riemann domain n : X -> C" with unbranched portion XQ, we denote by dv the 2 n-form
For a (0,l)-form co = ^L^ co; dz, on XQ, | o | 2 denotes ^^^ | co; | 2 .
( 00 function ^ with compact support on TT (U^) such that %i (x) > 0 for x e TT (Wj). Let ^ be the C°° function on X which is the trivial extension of ^ ° (n \ £/,). Define T|, = ^ (^ X/)~1.^ Then { r|; } satisfies the requirement.
Q.E.D.
(1.5) LEMMA.
-Suppose n : X-^C" is a branched Riemann domain with unbranched portion XQ and branching set X\ Let g be a holomorphic function on X such that, for x e X\ g = h (a o 71) on some open neighbourhood Uofx, where h is a holomorphic function on Uand a is a holomorphic function on n (U) vanishing identically on n (U n X'). If f is a holomorphic function on XQ and
|/| 2 dv < oo, then fg is weakly holomorphic on X.
JXo
Proof. -Recall that, if G is an open subset of C", and A is a subvariety of G of codimension ^ 1 then every square integrable holomorphic function on G-A can be extended to a holomorphic function on G.
To prove the lemma, it is sufficient to verify it locally, in neighbourhoods of "generic" points, where coordinates can be chosen to realize the special situation:
Then: There exists an open neighborhood Q of the boundary of W n X' in ^ such that d^ agrees with ^3 on Qc\Wc\X'. Hence -log 1/3 is plurisubharmonic on Q n W n JT. Since XQ is an arbitrary boundary point of X' in J^, as XQ runs through all the boundary points of X' in X, for some compact subset K of A", the union of Q n W n X'is X'-K. So -log ^3 is plurisubharmonic on X'-K. Let ^4 be a positive number greater than the supremum of -log^ on K. Let v| / = max (A, -log^).
Then ^+^?=i | z, o TT | 2 is a continuous strongly plurisubharmonic exhaustion function on X'. By NARASIMHAN'S result quoted in (1.1), X' is Stein. Hence XQ is Stein.
F. NORGUET AND YUM-TONG SIU
Let g = g o 7i. Since Theorem 2 is assumed true for complex spaces of dimension < n, the support of (9^fg 0^ is Stein. It follows that Let / = {/fy } e Z 1 (^, ^) be the restriction of / It suffices to show that gf belongs to B 1 (^, ^). By (1.4), there exists a C°° partition of unity { T|, } subordinate to ^ such that all partial derivatives of r^. | XQ with respect to the coordinates of C" are locally uniformly bounded on X. Let co be the (0,l)-form on XQ which equals Q(^i'Uifij) on Uj n XQ. Since f^ = fij \ U, n Uj and U, n Uj cc ^ n ^, it follows that f^ is uniformly bounded on U^ n £/y, and the coefficients of o are locally uniformly bounded on X. Since (p is an exhaustion function on X, there exists a C 2 function T : R -> R with non negative first and second derivatives such that
JXo By (1.3), there exists a C°° function h on 2o ^^ that Qh = co on AQ and j/il^-^A^oo.
J^o
Let/, = ^i^ifij-h on £/y n AQ. Then/) is holomorphic on £/y n XQ. Since £/y is relatively compact in X, T o <p is bounded by some positive number Aj on Uj. Hence
Since /^ is uniformly bounded on £/,n Uj, it follows that ^ih/î s uniformly bounded on Uj and f l/.l^^oo.
J Uji^Xo
By (1.5),fj g can be extended to a holomorphic function/^ on Uj. Let /*={/;}eC°(^,^).
Then 5/* = gf. Hence i/e B 1 (^, ^), and the image of a is 0.
( 2 is an exhaustion function on S. We can choose a C 2 function T : R -> R with nonnegative first and second derivatives such that T o \|/ > <p on S.
Since H 1 (X, ^) = 0, g^ can be extended to a holomorphic function gô Q.E.D.
(1.8) LEMMA.
-Assume that Theorem 2 is true for complex spaces of dimension < n. Suppose n : X-^C" is a branched Riemann domain, and X is normal. Suppose (p* is a continuous weakly plurisubharmonic exhaustion function on X, and a is a continuous strongly plurisubharmonic function on n (X). Let
Proof. -We can assume that n ^ 1. Fix arbitrarily J^eR. Let b e an arbitrary coherent ideal-sheaf on X whose zero-set has dimension < n. We are goingto apply the "bumping" technique ofANDREOTTi-
Choose a nonnegative C°° function p, on n(Ui) with compact support such that p, (x) > 0 for x e n (F,) (1 ^ i ^ k). There exists s > 0 such t at o-£^=i pj is plurisubharmonic on n (X) (1 ^ i ^ fe). Let p; be Since ^ is Stein, there exists a continuous strongly plurisubharmonic exhaustion function vj/^ on U^ (1 ^ f ^ /;). Choose a C 2 function T :(-oo,^)-^R with nonnegative first and second derivatives such that lim^_^-T (jx) = oo. Then max (\|/^, T o (pi-i) is a continuous weakly plurisubharmonic exhaustion function on V^-i n L^ (1 ^ i < /:). Since 7i (<7f) is Stein, there exists a holomorphic function on n (U^) which vanishes identically on n (U^ n Z') but does not vanish identically on any component of n (U,) (1 ^ i ^ k). It follows from (1.6) that H 1 (V,_i n £/" ^) = 0 for 1 ^ i ^ k. Because U^ is Stein, there exists g^eY^U^ ^) which does not vanish identically on any branch of U^ (1 ^ ; ^ k). Since Theorem 2 is assumed to be true for complex spaces of dimension < n, it follows that r;_i n U^ n Supp (^/(^x8i) ls Stein and
Ox on (7, (where a, is defined by multiplication by gi), we conclude that H 1 (y,-i n U,, JQ = 0 (1 < i ^ k). Because V, = r,-i n (7,, it follows from the Mayer-Vietoris sequence
hat the restriction map |3; : H 1 (7,, JQ -> ^ (^-1, JQ is surjective (1 ^ ; ^ /;). Since Vo cc y^ and the restriction map
is surjective, we conclude that H 1 (Vo, e^) is finite-dimensional.
Next we are going to prove that H 1 (X^, ^) = 0. Suppose the contrary. Let (D be a non-zero element of H 1 (X^ , ^). Let A be the set of all entire functions on C". For/e A, define <Dy : ^ -> ^ by multiplication by/o TT. For/e^-{0}, both SuppKerOj-and SuppCoker^ have dimension < n. Since Theorem 2 is assumed to be true, and since T o (p is a continuous weakly plurisubharmonic exhaustion function for X^, it follows that, forfeA-{0], X^ n Supp Ker Oy and X^ n Supp Coker <Dâ re both Stein and^( X^KerO^O,
From the cohomology sequence of the short exact sequences
we conclude that the map For x e X\et my be the maximal sheaf of ideals for the subvariety { x }. Choose X < X < oo. Since H 1 (X^, m^ = 0 for x e 2f, it follows that holomorphic functions on X^ give local embedding of X^ at every point of X^. We can select a finite number of holomorphic functions/i, .. .,/j on A^ which give local embedding of X^ at every point of X^. The function ^.=1 |/; | 2 is continuous and strongly plurisubharmonic on X^.
Since H 1 (X^, ^) = 0 when ^ is the ideal-sheaf of X\ it follows from (1.7) that ^ is Stein.
Q '. By the exactness of the last row of the diagram, there exists a continuous linear functional g on F" such that / = g o T. Since P is surjective and /o r = 0 on 2 7 , it follows that g o r" = 0 on E". Since r" has dense image, we have g = 0 on F", which contradicts that/is nonzero.
(1.10) LEMMA. -Suppose X is a complex space ^ and (p is a continuous weakly plurisubharmonic exhaustion function on X such that X^ : = { (p < ^ } is Stein fur ^ e R. Then, for any coherent analytic sheaf ^ on X, the restriction map Y (X^ , ^) -> F (X^,, ^) has dense image for 2/ < ^ < oo.
Proof. -Since X^c^czX for ?i e R, we can assume without loss of generality that dim X < oo. Let n == dim ^. We prove by induction on n. Suppose the Lemma is true for spaces of dimension < n. Fix ^/ < X < oo.
First, we observe that for any given X, it suffices to prove the special case where ^ = 0^. For, by replacing X by X^ for some X < X < oo, we can assume that there is a sheaf-epimorphism ^ -> ^ on A" and, since in the diagram
T| is surjective and r^ has dense image, it follows that r^ has dense image.
Secondly, we reduce the general case to the case where X is reduced and normal. Suppose the Lemma is true when X is reduced and normal, and we want to prove it for the case of a general X. Let Jf be the subsheaf of nilpotent elements of ^. Let ^ = ^/Jf, and let ^ be the sheaf of germs of weakly holomorphic functions on the reduction of X. By replacing X by Af for some ^ < ^ < oo, we can assume without loss of generality the following:
(i) Jf^ = 0 for some nonnegative integer k;
(ii) there exists u e F (X, O^) not vanishing identically on any branch of X such that u ^ <= ^. Since Jf^/jT^1 is an ^-sheaf and a has dense image, we conclude from (1.9) and by induction on v that 6^+1 has dense image for 0 ^ v < k. In particular, the restriction map r (X^ , (9^) -> F (X^ , 0^) has dense image. Now we assume that X is reduced and normal. By replacing X by Xf or some X < 'k < oo, we can assume without loss of generality that (i) X can be represented as a branched Riemann domain n : X-> C", (ii) there exists a holomorphic function h on X which vanishes identically on the branching set X' but does not vanish identically on any branch of X By (1. where 5 is the diameter of n (X^). Let/ = pf-h. Then/is holomorphic on X^-X' and is locally square integrable on X^ with respect to dv. Moreover,
liy-yll^-w^c^^s
Because/e F (JT^, ^)» £ > 0, and ?4 e (-oo, ^/) are arbitrarily chosen, it follows that Im a c= (Im r)~.
(1.11) Proof of Theorem 2. -By (1.10), it suffices to show that Xî s Stein for X e R (c/. [12] , Satz 1.3, or [4] , Cor. 9 and Th. 10, p. 214-215). We can assume that dim X is finite. We prove by induction on dim X. We can also assume that Xis reduced and normal. Since Zis Ar-separable, we can represent X as a branched Riemann domain n : X-> C". -inC/,,^).
TOME 105 -1977 -N° 2^H l {Yi^)^H\Y,.^^@H l (Y^U,)
Since H 1 (r,-i n U,, JQ = 0 by the fact that 7,_i n U, is Stein, it follows that the restriction map: e,: H\Y,^)^H\Y,.,^\ is surjective for 1 ^ i ^ 2k. In particular, the restriction map:
is surjective for 1 ^ i < k. Since V; cc y^ for 1 ^ i ^ k, H 1 (F;, ^) is finite-dimensional and is therefore Hausdorff for 1 ^ i ^ k. It follows that Imgi == Ker/?; is closed for 1 ^ ; < k. Since g, has dense image for 1 ^ i ^ k, we conclude that, for 1 ^ i ^ A:, ^. is surjective and, due to the vanishing of H 1 (£/,, J^, 9, is bijective. In particular, the restriction map:^: We are going to show that Z is empty. Suppose the contrary. Then Z is a compact subvariety which is positive-dimensional at every point. Let Zo be a branch of Z. The supremum of a on Zo is assumed at some point x* of Zo. There exist £* > 0 and a proper holomorphic map TT* from an open neighbourhood £/* of x* to an open neighbourhood G* of some C"* such that, if p is a real-valued C 2 function on G* with compact support whose partial derivatives of order ^ 2 have absolute values < s*, then a + p ° TT* is weakly plurisubharmonic on £/*. Choose a real-valued C 2 function p on G* with compact support such that p (TT* (x*)) > p (y) for all y e G, and the partial derivatives of p of order ^ 2 have absolute values ^ s* on G*. The function s := (a+p o TT*) | Zo n (7* is weakly plurisubharmonic on Zo n £/* and s (x*) > ^(x) for xGZo n £/*, which is easily seen to be a contradiction when one considers a holomorphic map with finite fibers from the open unit disc to Zo n ?7* whose image contains x* and considers the pullback ofs under such a map. Hence Z= 0 and YQ is A^-separable.
Separation of cycles
If c is a compact subvariety of pure dimension q in a complex manifold jr, and CQ the set of regular points of c, then for a C°° (^, ^)-form (o on J^. Since the singular set of !j has dimension ^ q-1, it follows from [9] that the map:
induced by 2^ c? 2y is an isomorphism. Let Q^ be the sheaf of germs of holomorphic ^-forms on 2^ (1 ^ j ^ k). Since dim 2° = q, by [9] , the sheaf-epimorphism TC* ^ -> Qj on 2^ induces an epimorphism (
i) If H^1 (X, ^r) = Q for every coherent analytic sheaf ^ on X, then holomorphic functions on C^ (X) separate points of C^ (X).
(
ii) If X is strongly q-pseudoconvex, then for every ceC^ (X) the components of L^ := { c' e C^ (X); f(c') == f(c) for all f holomorphic on C^ (X)} are compact.
Proof. (ii) Suppose X is strongly ^-pseudoconvex and n = dim X. There exist X-o e R and a C 2 exhaustion function on X whose Levi form at every point of {(p>^o} has at least n-q positive eigenvalues. on Wa,u' Since we can cover 9U by a finite number of such sets ^,y, we obtain e > 0 and holomorphic functions /i, ...,/" on X such that i\ A = 0 (1 ^ i ^ n) and maxi^n | /; (x) \ > c for x e oU. Let F : X-> C" be defined by /i, ...,/". Let P c: C" be the open polydisc with center 0 and radius 8. Define D = U n F~1 (P). The map D -> P induced by F is proper, because D = U~ r\F~l(P). Hence D is holomorphically convex. By [10] , there exist a Stein complex space R and a proper surjective holomorphic map a : D-> R with connected fibers such that a function germ g on R h holomorphic if, and only if, g o (j is holomorphic.
We are going to show that
Fix xeD. Since o-" 1 a (x) is a connected compact subvariety of D, it is clear that a" 1 a (x) <= 71 -1 TT (^). On the other hand,
Since n~1 n (x) is connected and intersects U and since F~1 F(x) is disjoint from 8U, it follows that Ti"
From (*), we conclude the following:
(ii) these exists a canonical isomorphism T of ringed spaces from (-/?, ^) onto an open subset of (7, (Py);
(iii) n = T o <j on D.
Since y e T CR) and ^ is an arbitrary point of Y, it follows that Y is a complex space and n is proper. It is clear from the definition of Y that Y is ^-separable.
Q.E.D. Q.E.D. A compact irreducible subvariety of X of dimension k is called maximal if it is not contained in a compact irreductible subvariety of X of dimension > k. Let Mk(X) be the group of all formal finite linear combinations of maximal compact irreducible subvarieties of X of dimension k with coefficients in C. Since every compact subvariety of X of pure dimension k defines an associated closed (n-k, n-^-current on X with compact support by integration over its regular points, there is a natural map: 0,00: M.OO^A^^OO, defined by mapping a maximal compact irreducible subvariety of X of dimension k to its associated closed (n-k, n-^-current with compact support.
Weakly plurisubharmonic exhaustion of the cycle space

Compact subvarieties and (W-cohomology
Suppose X is strongly ^-pseudoconvex. In the remaining portion of this paper, we will discuss the conjecture that the union of all compact subvarieties of X of pure dimension > q is a subvariety. The conjecture is clearly equivalent to the statement that M^ (X) is finite-dimensional for k > q. We will adopt the following approach and carry it out for some special cases. We will first show that <D^ (X) is injective for k > q and then we will show that A^""^^^ (X) is finite-dimensional for k > q. J^i c,) ). Choose To e G such that (i) To n c^ 0, (ii) Ton(U^)=0, (iii) To intersects c^ normally at some regular point of c^ (which condition makes sure that p^ n* [c^] ^ 0 on the following W).
There exists an open neighbourhood W of To in G such that, on W,
It follows that p^ 7i*/ | W is plurisubharmonic and not identically zero,contradicting that the support of p^ n^f | W is contained in the subvariety Wr^p(n~1 (IJ^ c,) ) of ^ of codimension > 1.
(4.4) Remark. -In the proofs of (4.2) and (4.3), the maximality of compact irreducible subvarieties of the dimension under consideration is not used, but the maximality is always satisfied under the given assumptions.
Compact subvarieties and the finiteness of (^-cohomology
(5.1) We will consider the finite-dimensionality of A^ (X), and we will use the method of [8] together with duality. First, we recall an exact sequence given in [8] . Suppose A" is a complex manifold. (where a is the inclusion map and P is the projection map) gives rise to the following exact sequence:
. Proof. -There exist KQ e R and a C 2 exhaustion function (p on X whose Levi form at every point of {cp > Xo } has at least 2 positive
